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The Secretary-General of the United Nations

o-c.

Mr. Secretary General,

FdlowingjTiyJIette^ _____
"27,Thavethe.tipnorjorepotton my^visjyoJapĵ T^gJ^ay. Although I didngt>rjeet
"Prime Mjnisterl<qizymi, Thave"conveyed"a message to hfrnlfirough the Ministers of
"Foreign Affairs and of Environment: the international community expects a
lot from Japan, both in terms of finance after Monterrey, and in terms of
concrete initiatives that will contribute to a successful outcome of the
Summit. The Japanese media did show much interest in the WSSD. Please find attached .j
a summary of my findings. yv&- /J :̂'

[ expect prolonged and difficult negotiations on the Chairman's draft for the
Johannesburg Plan of Action during PrepCom 4 in Bali. There is a risk that not enough
time and energy will be spent oh concrete outcomes and commitments for which no
major initiatives seem to have been brought forward so far.

As I wrote in my latest letter, 1 do not feel we should lower our level of ambition for
Johannesburg. The reversal of the downward trend in ODA, which became apparent with
the unexpected moves of the US and the EU in Monterrey, could still motivate other
public and private donors to increase their financial flows towards the implementation of
the Millennium Development Goals. This will necessitate costing and programming
actions to meet these goals. Launching such programs before Johannesburg would be
an important step towards redirecting the additional funds that were announced at
Monterrey and towards tapping other resources, including from the private sector.

In Bali, negotiations for the outcomes of the WSSD will enter a new phase. Possible
concrete outcomes will have to be elaborated there, together with interested parties that
will be present in Bali. As South Africa's responsibility as a host country will gain
importance after Bali, this country will have to identify the key players who can make a
real contribution to the Political Declaration and the deliverables at Johannesburg.
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I intend to visjUsiew YoLk^JlortJy^pĵ sibJy_pjnJMa^31.in connection with the EU
Ratification of the Kyoto protocol. Parallel to this occasion, I would appreciate iyfwe_could
exchange views on theriext phase towards_Jqhan_nesburg and r̂Thbw to intensify the__

Sincerely yours,

J.P. Pronk
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Summary

Although all eyes are focused on Japan after this country's non-committal participation at
Monterrey, Japan is not likely to match the additional commitments for developmei
made by the United States and the European Union. Nevertheless, Prime Minister
Koizumi intends to participate at Johannesburg. Japan is committed to a strong but
concise document, and has started reflection on forestry, water, education and health for
the second type of outcomes, which are to add value to the Political Declaration and Plan
of Action at Johannesburg.

High Level participation

Minister of Foreign Affairs Kawaguchi confirmed Prime Minister Koizumi s
intention to be present at the WSSD. Ms. Kawaguchi stated that she would remind
the Prime Minister of his intention. Furthermore, Japan intends to participa e at a
ministerial level in Bali.

Preparations

- Given the current constraints in its public budget, Japan is cutting its OD A
expenditures with 10% for the current fiscal year. This downward trend is r
likely to be reversed- Although I emphasized the international community's
expectations from Japan after this country's non-committal participation al|
Monterrey, the decision not to raise the ODA budget seems definitive for i
coining years. I reminded Japan that Monterrey constituted a reversal of 1
downward trend, as the US and the EU both substantially raised their
commitments for ODA from 2006 onwards. Nevertheless, Japan feels it •
remain one of the largest ODA contributors. As a result, Tokyo gives preference
to aid efficiency over aid volume and does not seem to acknowledge the pi assure
to reverse the trend in its own public budget.

- Japan is still reflecting on its contribution to the WSSD. As this is not likel y to be
financial, Tokyo is mainly interested in Type 2 activities for which no cons ensus
needs to be reached. Forestry, water, education and health are Japan's area j of
interest for Type 2 outcomes. However, no concrete details are known abo it the
progress Japan is making towards a contribution in these fields at the WSSD.

- Japan is interested in building partnerships in Asia. This seems encouragin g, as
some countries have perceived the focus on Africa and NEPAD as unbalar .ced.
Again, no concrete suggestions for partnerships in Asia were discussed.

- There will be a sizeable contingent of Japanese CEO's in Johannesburg. It is not
clear yet whether they will be part of the Japanese delegation.




